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* you can set a sleeping-dog to activate on specific npc's death, but then the sleeping-dog will wake up after the npc. the npc will receive normal passive attack damage, and the sleeping-dogs will wake up as soon as the npc is killed. you will be asked to save the game for the first time. choose a folder that you will keep it and give it a descriptive name. after
that, go ahead and complete the story and mission. you should now have a steam_id assigned to your profile. the reason i started a new project on steam is to reach a much bigger player base, since it is distributed through that platform. in fact, the players on steam are about a quarter the size of the player base of the original game. if they are good players,
then also they are very good players. that's my belief anyway. in fact, this is the first and only game that i have managed to convince my mother to play. she didn't expect that to be possible. and also with my sister. i have noticed that i can now do more since the game is bigger and better. note that the first batch of changes go into the directory in the game

root itself. this means that the second batch of changes will be in the directory "windows\protosuper\program\releases\medusa\medusa94" in the below picture, file: "windows\protosuper\program\releases\medusa\medusa97\c:\game\medusa97soundpack0_80.zip" is renamed
"windows\protosuper\program\releases\medusa\medusa97\c:\game\medusa97soundpack0_20.zip" sleeping dogs is a re-skin of the game sleeping dogs , and as such is developed by the same team. the original owner, karantynska sytnichnaya oprosy sakhna , from 2003-2008 has worked on upgrades and improvements of the already awesome game, and has

created a whole new map-gen. sleeping dogs and karantynska group later together founded a new sister project called proxima , and have already introduced such exciting projects as r-doom , sleeping dogs and the alike.
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that, go ahead and complete the story and mission. you should now have a steam_id assigned to your profile. the reason i started a new project on steam is to reach a much bigger player base, since it is distributed through that platform. in fact, the players on steam are about a quarter the size of the player base of the original game. if they are good players,
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